In 1991, two water enthusiasts started EZ Dock after
finding that traditional dock options just couldn’t meet
their needs. Our EZ Dock founders researched dock
manufacturers around the world and couldn’t find
one that was truly designed for longtime use and for
maximizing time on the water. Wooden systems had
to be dismantled and set up every season. They also
had to be painted and repaired as they peeled and
rotted. This meant more time spent on land — and
less time on the water.

OUR

Founders’

Goal WAS SIMPLE

To develop practical, attractive, eco-friendly dock
systems designed for people who actually use the
water and live life on their docks. No more
one-size-fits all solutions. No more splinters, burned
feet, or worries about disintegrating docks.
No more investments washed away with each storm.

Proudly American made for 30 years.
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THERE SHOULD BE A
THAN THE
TRADITIONAL WOODEN DOCK

Better Option

Designed with flexibility and strength so that, even in rough waters or bad weather, each piece of the dock will move
independently and keep the whole structure intact.
With a unique coupling design, you can customize your EZ Dock residential or commercial dock to fit your specific
needs, including ADA compliance. Easy to install, these docks come in a variety of sizes and types you can combine
to get the waterfront experience you’d like. Your EZ Dock can evolve over time as your needs change, with easily
configurable products.
Our worldwide dealer network provides world-class design and installation guidance, making delivery, installation,
and service quick and convenient. And, most importantly for many of our customers, our docks are easy to add on to.
Look around and you’ll see EZ Dock products at marinas, estates and homes, restaurants, resorts, military
installations, government facilities, and in just about every other use. Whether you want a dock for kayaking, boating,
swimming, or walking (or all of these applications!), EZ Dock can help.

Low Maintenance and Barefoot-Friendly
• Durable and slip-resistant, polyethylene dock
• Won’t chip, peel, warp, splinter
• No painting needed
• Cleans easily with soap and water

Flexible Flotation Technology
• Flotation chambers constructed for optimal strength and structural integrity
• Designed to provide additional stability on the water
• Adapt easily to changing water conditions and levels

Adaptable Design
• Outstanding load capacity, functionality, and safety
• Variety of sections, boat/PWC lifts, and launches
• Easily customizable design

Environmentally Friendly
• Does not leach chemicals into the water
• Easily recyclable
• No chemical treatments used
• No foam used inside

Innovative Coupling
• Couplers made of 100% recycled, rubber tires
• Heavy-duty, rust-resistant composite nuts and coupler bolts
• Strength and durability in the harshest weather conditions
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STANDARD
DOCK

Sections

EZ Dock’s polyethylene dock sections offer
unmatched performance when it comes to
modular docking solutions. Our revolutionary
design is durable, slip-resistant, and low
maintenance to help ensure an enjoyable time
on the water.
Each dock and port section includes a decking
surface and float structure in a single,
integrated unit. No frame or expensive decking
are required. Constructed with extra-heavy
and extra-thick walls for optimal strength,
dock sections remain stable while adapting
easily to changing water levels, even under
rough weather conditions.

40" Dock

60" Dock

80" Dock (available in low-profile)

40" "Baby" Dock
117"

117"

117"

58 1/2"

39"

39"

58 1/2"

78"

Available in multiple shapes and sizes, EZ Dock
sections can be configured for anything from
simple private residences to complex marinas.
Want to change your design or add to an
existing design? EZ Dock sections can be easily
reconfigured or expanded at any time.
100" Dock

Tri Dock

Half Hex

• 100% virgin linear low-density
polyethylene (LLDPE)

58 1/8""

• UV Ray resistant
• Slip resistant pattern
• Unique pylon (chamber) design
98"

• Rotationally molded, to allow
no seams or connection points

80 13/16""

58 1/2"

117"

• 62.5 lbs. per square foot,
including dead load
• Standard - 14 5/8" tall
59"

• Low Profile- 7 5/8" tall
78"
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Unlimited CONFIGURATIONS

L-Shape

Rectangular Platform

15’

Our customization team is ready to help you create the dock area you’ve always wanted. With easy installation, get a dock that lets you
make the most out of every minute on the water. All you need to do is join each section with our innovative couplings and tighten the bolts.
Your dock will be up and running in no time, ready to start your Dock Life.

I-Shape

15’

30’
20’

10’

F-Shape
6.5’

U-Shape

30’
20’

25’

20’

T-Shape

30’

10

45’

YOU'VE GOTTA
TO ROW

Get Low

Our low-profile dock adds a fun element to any waterfront, creating a perfect place for
rowing, swimming, fishing, and boating. With a low freeboard height, everyone will enjoy the
ease of getting in and out of the water.
Rowing enthusiasts everywhere will appreciate the industry-leading low freeboard height
and incredible stability. Our low-profile dock provides a safe platform for entering and
exiting the shells as the design gives you the stability of a fixed dock while still having the
modularity you expect from EZ Dock.
The EZ Dock low-profile dock is ideal for local and international competitive rowing events,
as it exceeds FISA (International Rowing Federation) and US Rowing standards.
Our low-profile modular dock system is designed to be easily reconfigured
and moved if needed for future events.

Features & Benefits
• Incredible stability
• Engineered for multiple applications: rowing, swimming, boating, fishing
• Modular design for easy installation
• Highest-quality materials for long life and low maintenance
• Attachable to standard EZ Dock system or traditional docks
• Meets FISA and US Rowing standards
• High live-load capacity allows for multiple launches on both sides
Standard
Low Profile
14 5/8"
7 5/8"
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DOCK

Accessories

Designed with the same durability, safety, and quality as the docks,
our accessories withstand the toughest weather.

BENCHES

Sit comfortably and enjoy the Dock
Life around you.

LADDERS

Make the water more accessible.

DOCK
BUMPERS

Protect your boats and equipment.

STORAGE
BOXES

Store life vests, ropes, and anything else
you need close to the water.
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CLEATS

Sturdy tie-up cleats let you secure your
boat or watercraft.

Personal
Water craft
PORTS

EZ Dock offers several choices to accommodate both large and small PWC's.
Our modular configurations work with WaveRunners®, Sea-Doo®, and Jet
Ski® watercraft.
We revolutionized PWC docking and launching with the creation of EZ Port®, the
original, drive-on, push-off PWC port. Our ports protect your PWC from the elements
while helping you get in and out of port as effortlessly as possible. Our patented
design pioneered the use of adaptable rollers, perfected the self-centering split entry,
and created the modular inline system for the simple, durable, and efficient storage of
multiple PWC's.
• UV-16-protected, rotationally molded polyethylene
• I ndustry-leading impact resistance requires no environmentally harmful foam filling
• Designed to help prevent punctures and other damage
• Stable and durable walking and porting surface
• Adjustable rollers
• Optional bolt-on bow stop for added security
• Seamlessly connects to any EZ Dock system
•A
 ttaches to existing traditional dock system or can be secured to the shore or a lake
bed without a dock
• Keeps any PWC high and dry, protecting your investment
• Available in beige or gray
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EZ PORT 2i

2I

®

The original drive-on PWC port, this
top-of-the-line PWC port is the simplest
and most durable drive-on, push-off
method of dry docking. The EZ Port
Max 2i is a single-piece, self-centering
design with split entry and selfadjusting rollers that make loading and
unloading smooth and effortless.

14 5/8"

58 1/2"

168"

EZ PORT VXP
®

The EZ Port Max 2i features an
integrated built-in flotation device
designed for heavy lifting—up to 1,700
pounds (771 kg) with an easy entry and
roller system to allow for effortless
porting and launching. The EZ Port
Max 2i also features five hand-hold/
tie-off points to allow for easy handling
and/or mooring.

14 5/8"

58 1/2"

153"

EZ PORT 280
®

14 5/8"

78"
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156"

VXP

280

The EZ Port VXP gives you real peace
of mind knowing that your PWC is wellprotected against the weather, waves,
wakes, or sinking at the dock. It makes
cleaning, maintaining, and boarding
your PWC as effortless as easing it
onto the port or into the water. The VXP
connects seamlessly with any EZ Dock
system, is compatible with all existing
docks and can be secured to the shore
or lake bed without a dock. The VXP
is a small PWC launch designed to
accommodate virtually any brand or
type of shorter-end or rec-lite PWC
under 1,300 pounds (590 kg).

The EZ Port 280 widebody design is
the widest port on the market, with
10” additional walkway space on each
side of the craft that makes loading and
unloading effortless, no matter the type
of waterfront location. The EZ Port 280
is the perfect solution for those looking
for an easy-to-access, drive-on port to
keep their PWC high and dry in both
saltwater and freshwater.
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EZ PORT

MAX

The EZ Port MAX is our flexible port system. This expandable, adjustable, and modular
system is ideal for multiple PWC's, making it perfect for businesses that rent PWC's or
homes with multiple PWC enthusiasts. This unique PWC lift can accommodate PWC's of
different shapes, sizes, and weights. The EZ Port MAX is one of the most flexible options
available and can be customized to maximize slip spaces with tandem inline PWC's that
help you accommodate more per slip. Just configure the design that best suits your
waterfront and adjust the design anytime your needs change.

Designed to keep your
PWC safe, stable, and
easy to use
• Protects against hull damage and
deterioration from exposure to water,
waves, and boat wakes
• Multiple-port design supports all PWC
makes, and models
• Adjusts to changing water levels
• Provides peace of mind while
unattended at the dock
• Adjustable rollers adapt to all PWC
brands and hull designs for effortless
porting and launching
• Provides easier access for maintenance
• Board and exit your PWC easily
while on the port
• Connects seamlessly with existing
EZ Dock systems
• Cleans easily with soap and water,
recommended pressure-washer setting, or
other EPA-approved cleaners
• Adaptable to any existing dock system or
standalone application
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GIVE
YOUR

Boat

SOME AIR

Keeping your boat high and dry has never
been so easy. EZ Dock commercial and
residential boat ports and lifts are a fast
and simple solution if you need a lowmaintenance, stable, durable, drive-on boat
dock. Our floating boat dock solutions can
handle boats from 2,000 to 7,000 pounds
(907 to 3,175 kg).

AEGIS™
The newest offering of boat lifts is the Aegis. This boat lift promotes fast and convenient
access to your boat and keeps it looking new. EZ Dock offers a complete system along
with new air assist pumps in both 110 volt and solar models. Each boat lift is available
with a manual control that is placed near the lift or with a remote control. The lift raises
to keep the boat out of the water and free from marine growth on the hull of your boat.
This lift allows you to keep your boat/investment looking like new for years to come.
• Precision-designed, custom-molded LLDPE, high-impact polyethylene tanks
• Above-water, hot-dipped, galvanized steel parts prevent corrosion
• 4" Frame Channel with 3" Adjustable Expansion Channel
• Heavy-duty 1/4" Torsion Bars
• 5" high-density polypropylene square hole bushings Grade-8 pivot hardware
• Highly resistant to impact and low-water damage
• Work with inboard, inboard/outboard or sterndrive, V hulls, pontoon, tritoon, and
wake boat hulls
• Prevents marine growth from accumulating on outdrives
• Easy access to your boat when raised, for easy maintenance
• Heavy-duty hull-support system
• Structural-grade dock brackets with molded bumper guards
• Two-piece stainless/polyethylene pitman bushings

EZ BOATPORT®
The EZ BoatPort is a simple and stable drive-on, drive-off method of docking for boats in
a wide range of sizes up to 5,000 pounds (2,268 kg). Removable and changeable bunks
can accommodate hull shapes from flat bottoms to deep Vs, making this the perfect
choice for craft including skiffs, fishing boats, and jet boats. The EZ BoatPort is also
available with side extensions for additional walk-around room and access to the sides of
your boat for cleaning, maintenance, and covering.
• Floating chambers move with the changing water levels
• Works with existing floating or fixed docks
• Can be used in as little as two feet of water
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• No winching, cranking, or hoisting
• Flip-up front cleat to secure the boat to the port

Launches

EZ

Using our innovative floating dock design, we’ve engineered a flexible, easy-to-use launch
that makes getting into your kayak or canoe quick and simple. No matter if you’re a
beginner, a seasoned veteran, or someone needing a little extra assistance, the
EZ Launch for Kayaks allows people of all ability levels to enter and exit with
ease. Best of all, you can extend your season into the cooler months
without worrying about getting wet!

COMMERCIAL
A first in the industry, the EZ Launch Accessible Transfer System for kayaks and
canoes provides individuals with disabilities accessibility that exceeds the minimum
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The easy-to-use transfer
bench and transfer slide boards allow users to simply sit, slide over, and drop down,
then use the side rails to pull off or back on. The customizable system is ideal for people
of ALL abilities, providing extra stability when launching and docking a kayak or canoe.
• Guide rails for easy access in and out of the water
• Launch rollers for easy movement of the watercraft
• Transfer bench with two heights for easy transfer from wheelchairs
• Transfer slide boards with two heights for differing watercraft sizes
• Perfect for high-traffic, public use

EZ LAUNCH FOR KAYAKS
With the EZ Launch for Kayaks, docking and launching your kayak or canoe has never
been easier. The innovative new one-piece design, complete with built-in launch-assist
paddle notches, makes this the smartest way to stay dry while entering and exiting
your watercraft. And with the ability to connect with our standard and low-profile
dock sections (as well as any other traditional docks) the EZ Launch for Kayaks can be
installed virtually anywhere! Whether you are an experienced kayaker or just getting
started, you will feel confident and stable using our new launch.
• Allows users a stable and dry entry into the water
• Launch-assist paddle notches for support in kayak entry and exit
• Ability to connect to virtually any dock (EZ Dock, traditional wood docks, and more)
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GANGWAY SYSTEMS
Easy Access – Engineered with the same technology and quality as our dock sections,
EZ Dock gangways offer uncompromised durability and modular versatility. Gangways
are manufactured from aluminum, wood, or polyethylene.
• Polyethylene and Aluminum gangway systems
• Slip-resistant surface provides maximum stability and support
• Maintenance-free design
• Heavy-duty construction is built to last
• ADA compliant
• Extra-long gangways to reach faraway docks and bolt-on handrails

ANCHORING
Once you’ve created your EZ Dock, you’ll need to select an anchoring system to work
with your existing piling or your new installation. Our wide variety of anchoring
components can accommodate most water conditions and bottoms (deep, shallow,
rough, muddy, or sandy) and are simple to install. EZ Dock anchoring products
are made from long-lasting, durable materials that can accommodate standard or
heavy-duty use.

RAILING
EZ Dock modular railings are safe, secure, and conform
to all States Organization for Boating Access (SOBA) and
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines. Railing
sections are available in a variety of lengths and profiles
designed to provide safety and security with minimal
obstruction. We offer a wide variety of materials, colors,
and configurations for your rails. Choose from many
powder-coated color finishes, stainless steel, or aluminum.

FRG - Forest Green
DBW - Brown
BLU - Blue
BEI - Beige
AL - Aluminum, standard
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COMPLETE YOUR
SETUP
DOCK

Life

HIT THE

Trail

EZ Trail is an innovative way to create
accessible ramps and pathways in your
woodland, wetland, or any place you need
a safe and durable traversing platform.
Our system is less invasive, and the large
interconnecting, modular sections are
simple to install.
You can easily add sections as needed or
reconfigure your walkway any time you'd
like. EZ Trail features a versatile and
expandable floating design that is suitable
for land and water and can be easily
moved (unlike fixed walkways, ramps,
piers, or docks).
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Treated wood products can be dangerous to
wildlife habitats because they deteriorate,
break apart, and leave debris in the water,
but EZ Dock uses only safe, nontoxic
materials. The uniquely engineered sections
provide stable flotation, and the trail can be
suspended above vegetation during periods
of low water, keeping it from harming the
habitat. The system is less invasive as it
doesn’t require a permanent foundation,
allowing healthy plant growth underneath.
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Best-

THE
WORLDWIDE
DISTRIBUTOR
NETWORK
IN THE
INDUSTRY

The EZ Dock global network of highly
trained and knowledgeable dealers
and distributors is ready to help. Our
experienced team is standing by to help you
choose a system that will maximize your
space and suit your specific application.
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THE PLAYPOWER

Advantage

In addition to having the world's best distribution network, EZ Dock, Inc is a wholly owned subsidiary of PlayPower.

As the global leader in playground manufacturing, PlayPower designs, manufactures, and installs over 30,000 recreational structures
every year in over 200 countries. As a company, we leverage the innovation from each of our brands to create the most unique,
cutting-edge, and highest quality play experiences inspired from locations around the world. When you partner with a PlayPower
company, you’re not just working with a single business. You’re drawing from wealth of experience from 11 brand leaders in the indoor
and outdoor play, site amenities, water, and safety surfacing industries.

11
200
1800
1
Facilities
Company Owned
Custom Product
Project
Engineering
Management
15 Worldwide Manufacturing
Industry
Leaders

Countries
Served

Unmatched
Quality

Employees
Worldwide

Superior
Design

Installation &
Maintenance

Safety is
Priority #1

Ready to start your Dock Life?
Fill out our online form at ez-dock.com/contactform or call us to find your local EZ Dock dealer

US/Canada
Europe
International

1-800-654-8168
+46 (0) 380 47 300
+1-417-235-2223

Proudly American made for 30 years.

EZ Dock product is produced in our Monett, MO facility which is certified by Intertek for ISO 9001:2015 quality management system and ISO 14001: 2015 environmental management system.
EZ Dock may introduce new colors, products, accessories, and options throughout the year. Specifications and products listed are subject to change without notice. Some products may be shown
with additional or optional equipment not available through EZ Dock. Specifications may vary for international shipments. Please check with your local dealer for more information. EZ Dock is a
product of the U.S.A.
EZ Dock, Inc | 878 HWY 60, Monett, MO 65708 | 417-235-2223 | 800-654-8168
© 2022 EZ Dock, Inc. All rights reserved.

